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ABSTRACT 

Parallel elliptic single/multigrid solutions around an aligned and nonaligned body are 
presented and implemented on two multi-user and single-user shared memory multipro
cessors (Sequent Symmetry and MOS) and on a distributed memory multiprocessor (a 
Transputer network). Our parallel implementation uses the Virtual Machine for Multi
Processors (VMMP), a software package that provides a coherent set of services for 
explicitly parallel application programs running on diverse multiple instruction multiple 
data (MIMD) multiprocessors, both shared memory and message passing. VMMP is 
intended to simplify parallel program writing and to promote portable and efficient 
programming. Furthermore, it ensures high portability of application programs by im
plementing the same services on all target multiprocessors. The performance of our 
algorithm is investigated in detail. It is seen to fit well the above architectures when the 
number of processors is less than the maximal number of grid points along the axes. In 
general, the efficiency in the nonaligned case is higher than in the aligned case. Align
ment overhead is observed to be up to 200% in the shared-memory case and up to 65% 
in the message-passing case. We have demonstrated that when using VMMP, the porta
bility of the algorithms is straightforward and efficient. © 1994 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

1 INTRODUCTION tion of the multigrid methods on message-passing 
architectures. 

The introduction of parallel computer architec
tures in the last years has challenged the existing 
serial methods such as finite differences. finite 
elements, and multigrid solutions of PDEs. See, 
for example, [1] through [7] for the implementa-
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Physical problems often require the solution of 
the corresponding Partial Differential Equations 
(PDE) around bodies of various shapes.lt appears 
that in such cases there is no simple method to 
map the body surface into the grid points. There 
are some methods that generate grid points in 
such a way that the body surface is aligned with 
the grid, by using local grids [8, 9]. Another 
method is based on using Cartesian grids [8, 9] 
such that the body surface is not aligned with the 
grid, but we have to take into consideration its 
existence within the grid. This method eliminates 
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some problems that are involved in generating grid 
points for multigrid solution for flow problem.s 
over shapes with complex geometry. However, 1t 
requires using dummy points (points that. are on 
the body boundarv or in its interior) and rmses the 
proble~ of how t~ use the corresponding bound
arv conditions. A potential solution to this prob
le~ is to use CDC CYBER 860 [8, 9]. 

In this article, as a model problem, we investi
gate the parallel implementation of Poisson sin
gle/multigrid solution on two shar~d-memory a~d 
shared bus multiprocessors (mult1-user and sm
gle-user machines), as well as on a distributed 
memorv multiple instruction multiple data 
(MIMD i multiprocessor using Virtual Machine f~r 
MultiProcessors (VMMP) [10, 11]. Forthemulu
grid solution [8, 9, 12], we apply a set of grid~ with 
a decreasing order of refinement, all appro,Xlmat
ing the same domain to be conside~ed. ~ e star: 
with the finest grid and apply the we1ghted Jacob1 
relaxation algorithm. When relaxation begins to 
stall, we move to a coarser grid, on which relaxa
tion becomes more efficient. After reaching a 
coarser grid with a satisfactory rate of conver
gence, we return to the finest grid and correct the 
solution approximation accordingly. 

Cnlike previous investigations, we consider two 
distinct cases: ( 1) when the body boundary is 
aligned with the grid and (2) when the body is not 
aligned with the grid so that dummy points are 
introduced. We consider both shared-memory 
and message-passing architectures and compare 
their performance. 

This article is organized in the following way: In 
Section 2 we present a brief background concem
ing the weighted Jacobi relaxation method, the 
multigrid method, and the VMMP software pack
age. In Section 3 we introduce our m~del p.robler_n 
and its specific parallel implementatiOn. 1\umen
cal results are presented in Section 4 and process
ing time analysis is presented in Section 5. Finally, 
Section 6 summarizes our results. 

2 BACKGROUND 

ln this section we briefly present some of the 
methods and software tools used in the solution of 
our model problem. In particular, we present the 
weighted Jacobi relaxation method, the multigrid 
method, and the VMMP package. 

2.1 The Weighted Jacobi Relaxation 
Method 

Let Au = J be a system of linear algebraic equa
tions representing a finite difference solution that 
approximates an elliptic partial differential equa
tion where A is nonsingular. Let D = diagA, B = 

n- 1 (D -A) and c = D-1]. Then we can replace 
the linear system by the equivalent system 

u = Bu +c. (1) 

In the weighted Jacobi method [13], which will be 
considered here, a real parameter w is introduced 
as follows: 

(2) 

where 

Bw = wB + (1 - w)/ (3) 

For the case in which the body surface is 
aligned with the grid, the algorithm consists of us
ing in each iteration the value of real grid points 
that are participating in the grid relaxation. The 
boundary conditions exist only on the grid bound
ary. For the case where the body surface is not 
ali.gned with the grid, one may need to know the 
solution at points that are in the body interior or 
on its surface. These points are called dummy 
points. For example, consider the problem of Fig
ure 1 in which value at the point C in a given 
iteration is computed from the values of c1' c2, 
C'l, C4 • However, the value at A has to be com-
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FIGURE 1 Dummy points in the nonaligned case. 



puted from the values of A 1 , A 2, A:o, and D, when 
D is located inside the body. In such a case we 
proceed as follows: We first consider the point that 
is the mirror image of D along the tangent line to 
the body boundary, namely the point D". The 
value at the point D is then replaced by a weighted 
average of the values in the neighborhood of D". 
Similarly, in order to compute the value at B, the 
value at D will be replaced by a weighted average 
of the values of the neighborhood in D'. Kote that 
the value of the dummy point D is different in the 
computation of A and B because D is reflected to 
different points in the grid. Body boundary points 
are replaced by a weighted average of their neigh
bors values. Kote that the value of inner points is 
not computed. 

2.2 The Multigrid Method 

Consider a partial differential equation and let 
A huh = Jh be the corresponding linear system to be 
solved iteratively on some domain Gh with grid 
spacing h. In the multigrid method we consider a 
set of grids with a decreasing order of refinement, 
Gh being the finest grid. We start with the finest 
grid and apply some relaxation algorithm. When 
relaxation begins to stall, indicating the predomi
nance of smooth (low frequency) error modes, we 
move to a coarser grid in which these smooth error 
modes appear more oscillatory (corresponding to 
high frequency modes) and relaxation becomes 
more efficient. After reaching a coarser grid with a 
satisfactory rate of convergence, we return to the 
finest grid and correct the solution approximation 
accordingly [ 13]. 

Let I~h be the interpolation operator from the 
coarser grid Gzh to the fine grid Gh and let {f,h be 
the one from Gh to G2h. In general, the order of 
coarse to fine interpolation should be no less than 
the order of the differential equation to be consid
ered. The most popular multigrid scheme is the /)
cycle multigrid scheme. It solves the system uh = 

M~J-h(uh, Jh, A h) recursively as follows: 

1. Relax '}'1 times on Ahuh = Jh (according to 
some relaxation algorithm). 

2. If the grid is the coarsest grid then go to 4. 
Otherwise interpolate 

j2h = J~h(rh) 

where 

rh = Jh _ Ahuh 
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FIGURE 2 Schedule of grids (a) V-cycle and (b) W
cycle all on four levels. 

and apply a recursive call on a coarser grid 

3. Interpolate and correct the fine grid solution 

4. Relax y 2 times on A huh = Jh. 
Hence, for instance fJ- = 1 corresponds to 
the V -cycle algorithm, and u = 2 corre
sponds to the W -cycle algorithm (Fig. 2). 

2.3 VMMP 

VMMP [10, 11] is a software package developed 
at the computer science department of the Tel
Aviv University. VMMP provides a coherent set of 
services for explicitly parallel application pro
grams running on diverse YIIMD multiprocessors, 
both shared memory and message passing. It is 
intended to simplify parallel program writing and 
to promote portable and efficient programming. 
Furthermore, it ensures high portability of appli
cation programs by implementing the same ser
vices on all target multiprocessors. 

VMMP provides high level services, such as the 
creation of cooperating set of processes (called 
crowd computations in VYIMP), creation of a tree 
of lightweight processes (called tree computa
tions), data distribution and collection, barrier 
synchronization, topology independent message 
passing, shared objects memory, etc. All of these 
services may be implemented efficiently on a vari
ety of target machines. These high level services 
ensure that their implementation details can be 
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FIGURE 3 VMMP usage. 

hidden effectively from the user. VMMP does not 
provide low level services, such as semaphores, 
because they are difficult to implement efficiently 
on all target machines (e.g., on a message-passing 
multiprocessor). 

VMYIP may be used directly by the application 
programmer as an abstract parallel machine to 
aid portability without sacrificing efficiency. 
VMMP may also be used as a common intermedi
ate language between high level programming 
tools, such as parallelizers and specification lan
guage processors, and the target machines. In 
particular, VMMP is used as the intermediate lan
guage in P 3C (Portable Parallelizing Pascal Com
piler) [ 14] which translates serial programs in 
Pascal or Fortran to explicitly parallel code for a 
variety of target multiprocessors. VM.\IP usage is 
illustrated in Figure 3. 

This article includes only a short description of 
VMMP services and capabilities related to our 
multigrid problem. Full details and other types of 
problems can be found in Gabber [ 1 0, 11]. 

VMMP Services 

VMYIP supports the communication and synchro
nization requirements of parallel algorithms, and 
especially the requirements of tree and crowd 
computations. It provides a virtual tree machine to 
support tree computations and crowd services to 
support crowd computations. Shared objects 
memory provides an asynchronous and flexible 
communication mechanism for all computations. 
VMMP also supports several data distribution 

strategies using shared objects or by special crowd 
operations. A crowd may create a tree computa
tion and vice versa. Figure 4 illustrates the rela
tionship among VYIYIP services. 

Tree Computations. Tree computations are a 
general computation strategy, which solve a prob
lem by breaking it into several simpler subprob
lems, which are solved recursively. The solution 
process looks like a tree of computations, in which 
the data flows down from the root into the leaves 
and solutions flow up towards the root. Some ex-

Crowd Computations Tree Computations 
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FIGURE 4 VY1MP services. 



amples of tree computations are divide and con
quer algorithms, game tree search, and comb ina
to rial algorithms. 

Crowd Computations. Many parallel algorithms 
are defined in terms of a set of cooperating pro
cesses. Each of these processes is an independent 
computational entity, which communicates and 
synchronizes with its peers. The processes com
municate and synchronize mainly by message 
passing, which may be either blocking or non
blocking. 

The communication structure of crowd compu
tations normally follows some regular graph, such 
as a ring, mesh, torus, hypercube, or tree. Some 
computations change their communication struc
ture during the computation and some require an 
unlimited communication between any pair of 
processes. 

Message passing forces an implicit synchroni
zation between the sending and the receiving pro
cesses, because the receiver normally waits for a 
message from the sender. Blocking send and re
ceive operations imply a much stricter synchroni
zation between the sender and the receiver. 

Shared Obiects Memory. VMMP implements a 
shared objects memory with the same semantics 
on all target multiprocessors. Shared objects may 
be regarded as virtually shared-memory areas, 
which contain any type of data, and can be ac
cessed only by secure operations. Shared objects 
can be created, deleted, passed by reference, 
read, and written. 

The shared objects are intended to distribute 
data, collect results, and collect global results by 
some associative and commutative operations. 
Other uses of the shared objects, such as random 
updates to parts of a large object, are discouraged, 
because the implementation of these operations 
increase overhead on a message-passing multi
processor. 

Concurrent writes to the same shared object are 
permitted. The value of an object is the last value 
that has arrived at the master copy of the object. 
This value is then broadcast to all other copies of 
the object (if any). A read following a write to the 
same object will return either the value written or a 
more recent value. It is possible that two distinct 
processors reading the same object at the same 
time will access different versions of the object 
value. This definition is necessary to guarantee 
consistent behavior also on message-passing 
multiprocessors. A safe way to update shared ob-
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jects is to apply an associative function, which 
guarantees the correct result regardless of the ap
plication order. 

The user must manipulate the shared objects 
only through VMMP services, which guarantee the 
correctness of the operations. The program must 
call VMMP explicitly after each change to the local 
copy of a shared object in order to broadcast the 
new value to other processors. 

VMMP Support for Grid Computations 

VMMP provides several high level services that 
support grid algorithms. These services allow a 
crowd process to access a slice of the grid and 
exchange overlapping boundary elements with the 
neighboring processes. 

VMMP supports several grid distribution strate
gies to ensure low communication overhead and 
load balancing. They are illustrated in Figure 5. 
The VgricLpart service computes the bound
aries of a slice of the grid that is assigned to the 
process. The program can use a different distribu
tion strategy by changing a single parameter to the 
VgricLpart routine. Additional distribution 
strategies can be programmed explicitly by a com
bination of data access services. 

0 
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FIGURE 5 Supported grid distributed strategies. 
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The following C code fragment illustrates grid 
update operations using VMMP services. It is a 
part of a program for a solution of a Laplace PDE 
by relaxation. The multigrid algorithm is imple
mented by a similar code. The VMMP services 
used in this code fragment will be explained in the 
following paragraphs. 

VMMP Implementation 

VMMP has been implemented on the following 
multiprocessors: 

1. Sequent Symmetry: a 26-processor Sequent 
Symmetry running the DYI\IX operating 
system. 

*define BOUNDARY 1 I* Overlapping boundary width *I 
I* Body of the crowd process executed on each processor *I 
void solve(in,out,ids) 
ID ids[2]; I* shared objects descriptors *I 

{ 

} 

RECT r; I* current rectangle *I 
double a [N] [N]; I* the grid *I 
double err; I* current error *I 
I* calculate our rectangle slice *I 
Vgrid_part(BY_ROWS, N, N, BOUNDARY, &r); 
I* Compute the boundary of the processor's slice: *I 
low_row = r.first_row+BOUNDARY; 
high_row = r. last_row-BOUNDARY; 
low_col = r.first_col+BOUNDARY; 
high_col = r. last_col-BOUNDARY; 
I* Read processor's slice of the grid, including overlapping elements 

with neighbors *I 
Vget_rect(ids[l], a, r, sizeof(double)); 
do { 

err = 0; 
I* Relaxation step - compute values of interior grid points *I 
for(i = low_row; i <= high_row; i++) 

for(j = low_col; j <= high_col; j++) { 
a[i][j] = ..... 

} 

I* Compute local error *I 
error= max(error, ... ) ; 

I* Exchange overlapping elements with neighbors *I 
Vgrid_update(a, r, sizeof(double), 0); 
I* Compute global error *I 
Vcombine(&err, fmax_d, 0, sizeof(err)); 

} while(err > EPS); 

The Vget_rect and Vset_rect are used to 
read and write a slice of a shared object containing 
the grid. The slice boundaries were computed pre
viously by the VgricLpart according to the dis
tribution strategy. 

2. MMX: an experimental shared bus multi
processor containing four processors run
ning a simple run time executive [ 15]. 

3. ACE: an experimental multiprocessor de
veloped at IBM T. J. Watson Research Cen
ter running the MACH operating system The VgricLupdate routine is used to ex

change the overlapping boundary elements of the 
grid between neighboring processes. The Vcom
bine routine is used to compute an associative 
and commutative operation, such as maximum, 
on values provided by all processes. 

[16]. 
4. MOS: a shared-memory multiprocessor 

containing eight NS32532 processors run
ning MOSIX, a distributed UNIX r 171. 

5. Transputers: a distributed memory multi-



processor consisting of a network of eight 
T800 transputers running the HELlOS dis
tributed operating system [18]. 

V:\1MP simulators are available on SC.l'\3. 
SUN4, IBM PC/RT, and V:\1£532 serial com
puters. The same application program will run 
unchanged on all target machines after a recompi
lation. 

VMMP has been used in the implementation of 
many other problems, including a parallel gener
alized in frequency FFT ( GFFT) [ 19], parallel so
lution of underwater acoustic implicit finite differ
ence (IFD) schemes [20], and a portable and 
parallel version of the basic linear algebra subrou
tines (BLAS-3) [21]. VMMP was also used as the 
intermediate language of the portable parallelizing 
pascal compiler (P3C) [14], which translates se
rial application programs in Pascal into portable 
and efficient explicitly parallel code. 

3 THE MODEL PROBLEM AND ITS 
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 The Model Problem and Its 
Solution Scheme 

As our model problem we consider the Poisson 
equation 

(4) 

on a rectangular domain G, which without loss of 
generality is taken to be the unit square (0 :S x :S 

1, 0 :S y :S 1) with Dirichlet boundary condition 

u(x, y) = g(x, y) on ac. (5) 

As indicated earlier, when the body is aligned 
with the grid, its boundary coincides with the grid 
boundaries. In the case of an unaligned body we 
consider a rectangular body as illustrated in Fig
ure 6. 

Note that although we consider a specific ellip
tic problem, our analysis to follow provides quali
tative results for the more general cases and may 
be easily modified to fit other boundary-value 
problems and more complicated domains. 

1 
We use a grid Gh where h = N + 

1 
is the 

uniform grid spacing along the x and y axes, 
where N is the number of interior grid points. 
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FIGURE 6 The body shape in the aligned and un
aligned case. 

Approximating the partial derivatives by the 
corresponding second order central difference 
equation we obtain 

ri+Li- 2V;.i + V;-1,; 
h2 

+ 
V;,j+1 - 2V,,; + V,;-1 (6) 

h2 = fJ 

where 

and 

f.J = F(x;, YJ), V;.J = u(x;, YJ), 
X;= ih(1 :S i :S N- 1), 
YJ = jh(1 :Sj ::s N- 1), 

V;.J = g(x;, YJ) on aG(i = 0, N; 1 ::sj ::s N- 1), 
(j = 0, N; 0 ::s i ::s N). (7) 

Truncation error is of O(h2 ). 

The weighted Jacobi method applied to Poisson 
equation becomes 

V (n+11 = wV(n) + (1 - w)(l(V(nl . + V(nl 
IJ IJ 4 1+1,] ,-1.} 

+ vty+1 + v)~J-1 - h% )). (8) 

In our analysis to follow, we consider general 
F(x, y), g(x, y) and w. However, for the sake of 
simplicity of intermediate convergence tests, in 
our practical implementation we take F(x, y) = 

g(x, y) = 0. In this case, the exact solution is 
identically zero and the numerical results are ac
tually the corresponding errors. The convergence 
parameter is taken as w = l In the case where the 
body is not aligned with the grid, the values V/j at 
dummy and boundary points are evaluated as dis-
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FIGURE 7 Coarse-to-fine interpolation; numbers in
dicate the corresponding weights. 

cussed in Section 2.1. Note that because we con
sider a rectangular body, only reflections likeD" in 
Figure 1 (corresponding to the point A) are to be 
considered. In our implementation, we s:mplifv 
the average to be taken such that the value of such 
reflection point is taken as the 5ingle value of the 
real grid point with which it coincides. For in
stance, when evaluating the value of the point A in 
Figure 1, the value of D is replaced bv the value of 
its reflection D", which in tum is replaced bv the 
value of A. · 

The corresponding interpolation and restriction 
operators that are implemented here are as de
scribed in detail in Hackbusch [13] (pp. 60, 65). 
If the grid point in Gh coincides with a grid point of 
G2h in the interpolation procedure, then the value 
is unchanged. If, however, the new fine grid point 
of Gh is along a partition line of G2h then its value 
is taken as the symmetric average of its two neigh
bors along this line. Otherwise, the value is taken 
as the symmetric average of its four neighbors at 
the comers of the appropriate square (Fig. 7). 

In the restriction procedure, the weights of 
neighbor points of Gh along a partition line of G2h 
is twice as much as that of the neighbors at the 
comers of the corresponding square. The weight 
of the point itself is four times as much (Fig. 8). 

We use the multigrid V -cycle (p. = 1) as dis
cussed in Section 2.2 with y 1 = y2 = 100. 1\'ote 
that usually the main advantage of the multigrid 
methods is the fact that the needed numbe; of 

D coarse grid points 

o fine grid points 

FIGURE 8 Fine-to-coarse grid interpolation: the cor
responding weights are the shown numbers divided bv 
16. . 

iterations (which is determined by the problem re
sidual) is relatively very small as compared with 
the single grid case. However, unlike other articles 
considering parallelization of multigrid solutions, 
the main purpose of our article here is to investi
gate parallelization of multigrid solutions of a 
model problem around aligned and nonaligned 
body. Therefore, as a first step, we have chosen 
fixed and relatively large values for y1 and y2 (for 
N > 1 ). The case where the number of iterations is 
determined by the residual problem in the aligned 
and nonaligned case involves a great deal of load 
balancing and is under current investigation. The 

fi 'd . . h 1 
nest gn spacmg IS = --- and the coarsest 

N+1 
grid spacing is h = !. 

3.2 Domain Decomposition 

The performance algorithms implemented on 
shared-memory and shared bus architectures has 
been of concern, as compared with the case of 
message-passing architecture, due to the need for 
global memory access. This access is done 
through a bus that is much slower than the local 
memory bus. Ylultigrid algorithms implement in 
each level a relaxation algorithm and then a fine
to-coarse grid, or coarse-to-fine grid, data trans
fer. The locality of multigrid computations en
ables having it implemented efficientlv on both 
message-passing as on shared bus an.d shared
memory machines, because the computation of 
local data enables avoiding frequent use of the 
global memory. The communication overhead is 
minimized and there is less traffic on the bus so 
that less synchronization is required. On message
passing architectures, the algorithm and the prob
lem are scalable. In other words, the performance 
stays the same if we increase the number of pro
cessors, which means that we have linear scalabil
ity. However, for shared-memory architecture, the 
availability of more processors. will enhance the 
level of parallelism on one hand, but will increase 
synchronization and communication overhead on 
the other hand. Therefore, on shared bus archi
tectures, there is no linear scalabilitv. 

Our parallel implementation of ~ grid relaxa
tion is based on grid partitioning; the grid is di
vided into several subgrids each of which is as
signed to a single processor. The partitioning in 
our case is done by splitting G into p horizo~tal 
strips of equal areas: 

G = C1 u C 2 u ... u GP (9) 
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FIGURE 9 Domain partition for N = 18 and p 
(internal rectangle resembles the body shape). 

where 

{ 
(/- 1)N N} 

G1 = (x;,yi)EG[1::Si::SN, p ::Sj<lp, 

9 

(10) 

p is the number of processors and N is the number 
of interior grid points along each axis. This is illus
trated in Figure 9. If the body shape causes a sig
nificant difference in the number of grid points 
between the strips. the grid will be partitioned into 
nonequal size strips such that each contains an 
equal number of nondummy grid points. l\"ote 
that this partition is different from that of Taylor 
and Markel [ 4]. who consider only the aligned 
case and use a partition into square elements. 

The relaxation step is performed on each sub
grid independently. However, calculations of val
ues at interior subgrid points cannot be done until 
values from neighboring subgrids are received. 
For this reason, and in order to avoid frequent 
access to the global memory, we use overlap areas 
that will include the needed values from neigh
bors' sub grids. Data from these overlap areas are 
transmitted and stored at the beginning of a relax
ation step, simultaneously for all subgrids bound
aries. and before the calculations of the subgrid 
interior points are performed. For example, con
sider a relaxation with two processors. The do
main is divided into two subdomains, such that 
processor 1 is assigned the upper subdomain, 
whereas processor 0 is assigned the lower subdo
main (see Fig. 10a). At the beginning of the relax
ation, and before the evaluation of subgrid interior 
points, all values of the upper subdomain last row 
are transmitted simultaneouslv and stored at the 
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FIGURE 10 Overlap areas for 6 X 6 grid: (a) grid 
partitioning, (b) overlap data stored in processor local 
memory; internal rectangle resembles the body shape . 

local memory of processor 0, in front of values of 
the lower subdomain first row (see Fig. 10b). Sim
ilarly, all values of the lower subdomain first row 
are transmitted simultaneouslv and stored in the 
local memory of processor 1, following the values 
of its last row. If dummy points exist, then the 
corresponding values are transmitted among 
neighbors in the same manner. 

The same grid partitioning method is applied at 
all multigrid levels, and data transfers from fine 
grid to coarse grid (see Fig. 11) and vice versa are 
performed as described earlier in Section 3. 1. 

l\"ote that the number of grid points per proces
sor in the coarser grid is decreasing and thereby 
causing a relatively high cost of data transmission. 
Therefore the number of processors to be utilized 
in each step of the multigrid algorithm should de
pend strongly on the size of the grid. Because 
moving one step down in the V -cycle reduces the 
number of grid points by a factor of 4, at some 
step it would obviously be more economic to uti
lize only some of the available processors. 1\"umer-

FIGURE 11 Transfer of data from fine grid level to a 
coarse grid level. 
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ical tests £or our problem have shown thatf(p, m ), 
the optimal number of utilized processors, is given 
by: 

f(p, m) ~ hm ; 1 j 
m > 2p 

m :S 2p 
(11) 

where p is the number of processors, m is the 
number of grid points along each axis, and "l q j" 
denotes the largest integer which is smaller than q. 
This way, with the overlapping rows and unless 
N = 1, each processor is assigned at least two 
rows. For example, in a multiprocessor with 12 

Multigrid Program: 
I* Init *I 
Vprocessors() I* get number of processors *I 

processors we will use only 4 of them on a grid of 
8 X 8 points. 

Our partitioning has the following advantages: 

1. Almost identical load for all processors 
2. Reduced communication overhead 
3. Grid partitioning and data transmission are 

kept simple 
4. Simple passage from fine-to-coarse grid 

and vice versa 

In the following, a schematic description of our 
multigrid implementation using the VMMP is pre
sented. 

Vdef() I* deflne multigrid and dummy points structure *I 
Vcrowd( init ) I* create crowd of processes-each initialize part of the grid *I 
Vwait() I* wait for crowd computation to flnish *I 
Vget() I* get crowd computation results *I 

I* Down Relaxation (relaxation and transformation from flne to course grid) *I 
For grid = finest grid to the courser grid 

Vdef() I* deflne grid and dummy points structure *I 
Vcrowd( relax ) I* create crowd of processes-each relax on part of the grid *I 
Vwai t () 
Vget () 
Vcrowd( residual ) I* create crowd of processes each compute residual on part of 

the grid *I 
Vwai t () 
Vget () 
Vcrowd( full_weight ) I* create crowd of processes-each transfer part of the 

grid into part of the courser grid using full 

Vwai t () 
Vget () 

Endfor 

weighted algorithm *I 

I* Up Relaxation (relaxation and transformation from course to flne grid) *I 
For grid = courser grid to the finest grid 

Vdef() I* deflne grid and dummy points structure *I 
Vcrowd( relax ) I* create crowd of processes-each relax on part of the grid *I 
Vwai t () 
Vget () 
Vcrowd( interpolation ) I* create crowd of processes-each transfer part of the 

grid into part of the flnest grid using interpolation 
algorithm *I 

Vwai t () 
Vget () 

Endfor 

End main program 
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Relaxation function: 
I* get local part of grid and dummy points *I 
Vcrowd_part() I* compute local part *I 
Vget_slice() I* get local local part of grid and dummy points structure *I 

I* Relaxation *I 
Repeat N times 

Compute relaxation result on local grid part 
Vsend( ) I* send local grid boundary values to the adjacent processor *I 
Vrecv( ) I* receive local grid boundary values from the adjacent processor *I 

Endrepeat 

Vset_slice() I* prepare result of local grid relaxation for Vget operation *I 
End relaxation function 

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The same parallel single grid relaxation and 
multigrid algorithms have been implemented on 
MOS [ 17], a single user-shared memory machine, 
on a Sequent Symmetry, a multi-user multipro
cessor shared-memory machine, and on a distrib
uted memory (a Transputer network) multiproces
sor by using the VM~fP software package. 

4.1 MOS Performance 

This section describes the implementation of the 
algorithms on the MOS single-user shared-mem
ory multiprocessor. This multiprocessor has eight 
DB532 processor cards connected to shared 
memory via a VME bus. Each processor card con
tains a 25 MHz ~S32532 CPC and FPC, 64 KB 
of write through cache, and 4 MB of local memory. 
The on-board cache minimizes global memory 
accesses. The multiprocessor runs the MOS [17] 
operating system, which is a distributed version of 
U\lX. 

Figure 12 illustrates the YIOS multiprocessor 
structure. 

For the reference purpose of parallel speedup 
measurements, a serial program was executed on 
a single NS32532 processor, without the overhead 
of system calls to VYIMP and of parallelization. 
This serial algorithm is the fastest we have been 
able to derive. The results of our implementation 
for up to eight processors with VMYIP calls are 
given for aligned and nonaligned cases in Figures 
13 and 14. The speedup, defined as serial time/ 
parallel time is given for each parallel processing 
time, whereas the single processor time and the 
serial time are given as no. processors = 0. These 

measurements do not include 110 time. Obvi
ously, the start-up cost at process creation over
head from the use of the V:\1:\1P is best demon
strated when we examine the performance of the 
parallel algorithm on a single processor, relative to 
the corresponding serial performances in these 
figures. For example, when the body surface is 
aligned with the grid and N = 16, the processing 
time for the serial algorithm is 700 seconds 
whereas the processing time for the parallel algo
rithm utilizing one processor is 682 seconds. The 
difference of 18 seconds is due to V.\fMP calls and 
in general for one processor the overhead is about 
3% of serial time. 

We observe from Figures 13 and 14 that the 
speedup increases with the number of points, and 
the performance is dramatically better for very 
fine grids and a relatively small number of proces
sors. This is due to the locality of the involved 
calculations, so that for large grid sizes, the com
munication overhead becomes negligible com
pared with processing time of each processor. 

CPU #1 CPU #2 CPU #3 CPU #8 

cache cache cache cache 

local local local local 

memory memory memory memory 

J l l I 
Shared bus (VME) 1 1 

3 shared I 1/0 

memory 

FIGURE 12 MOS-Shared memory multiprocessor ar
chitecture. 
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FIGURE 13 MOS speedup vs. number of processor graphs: lower graphs-single grid 
relaxation; upper graphs-grid relaxation: left-when the body surface is aligned with 
the grid; right-when the body surface is not aligned with the grid. 

Note also that the performance in the nonaligned 
case for small Nand large p is relatively poor due 
to the enhanced overhead caused by the dummy 
points. Alignment overhead is shown to be up to 
about 200% of aligned grid processing time in 
both the single and multigrid cases. 

4.2 Sequent Symmetry Performance 

The multi-user Sequent Symmetry machine con
tains 26 i386 processors with 64 KB of cache for 
each processor. Global memory size is 32 YlB. 
The Sequent runs the DYKIX operating system. 
which is a parallel variant of U\IX. Figure 15 il
lustrates the Sequent Symmetry structure. The 
results for the single grid and multigrid in the 
aligned and nonaligned cases are presented in 
Figures 16 and 17. The performance here is 
shown to be similar to that of the YIOS when the 
processor's load is large (i.e., for large grid points 
and small number of processors) and an efficiency 

of over 90% is achieved. However, some varia
tions are observed for a small number of grid 
points. Alignment overhead is again up to about 
200%. We note, however, that poor efficiency is 
expected for small N and relatively large p. when 
the processor's load is very small and communi
cation overhead becomes significant. 

4.3 Message-Passing Performance 

Our algorithm has been implemented also on a 
distributed memory multiprocessor comprising 
eight TSOO Transputer nodes. Each node con
tains a T800 Transputer and 2 or 4 YIB of local 
memory. The transputer dock speed is 20 .\1Hz 
and memorv access time is 80 nsec. The nodes are 
connected by high-speed bidirectional serial links. 
There is no shared memory and the Transputers 
run the HELlOS distributed operating system 
[181. The host server provides 110 services for the 
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Transputers. Figure 18 illustrates the Transputer 
system structure. Figures 19 and 20 show the 
speedup and processing time accordingly. When 
the processor's load is large enough, an efficiency 
of over 90% is attained. However, for the small 
processor's load the message-passing perfor
mance of our algorithm is degraded significantly 
as compared with the shared-memory results, 
mainly due to the increased communication over
head. Note also that the alignment in the mes-
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FIGURE 14 :YIOS processing time vs. number of pro
cessors graphs (0 processors stand for serial computa
tion). 

sage-passing case is reduced to about 20% in the 
single grid case and to about 65% in the multigrid 
case. 

5 PROCESSING TIME ANALYSIS 

5.1 The Single Grid Solutions 

For each fixed N = 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 we con
sider the following processing time model: 
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CPU #1 CPU #2 CPU #26 

... 
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FIGURE 15 Sequent Symmetry 
multiprocessor structure. 

shared memorv 

Tv.p = n (t ~2 

+ eN) (12) 

where Tv.p is the processing time for single grid 
relaxation, n is the number of relaxation itera-
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tions,. N 2 is the number of interior grid points, p is 
the number of processors, t is the computation 
time of one grid point in a relaxation step, and c is 
the proportional factor of overhead time for data 
transmission among the processors (exchange of 
overlapped areas). 
Using Equation 12 we assume equal time delays 
for all processors when they try to transmit data on 
a shared bus while another processor is occupying 
the bus. Cnder this assumption, and due to the 
specific choice of our body shape, neither t nor c 
should depend on N or p. 

In our computations we used n = 100. 
The values of c and t of Equation 12 that pro

vide the least squares fit to the performance 
results for different values of N are listed in Ta
ble 1. 

We can see from Equation 12 that the maximal 
number of processors to be utilized in our algo
rithm is the square root of grid points (namely p = 

N). In this case, each processor is assigned one 
horizontal line (Fig. 9). 
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FIGURE 16 Sequent Symmetry speedup vs. number of processor graphs: upper 
graphs-single grid relaxation; lower graphs-multigrid relaxation; left-when the 
body surface is aligned with the grid; right-when the body surface is not aligned with 
the grid. 
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5.2 The Multigrid Solutions 

For our V -cycle multigrid solutions in which N = 

16, 32, 64, 128, 256 we consider the following 
processing time model: 

(T N ( N) + F /V ( :V)) 
2_iJ P·Zk Zkf PZk (13) 
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FIGURE 17 Sequent Symmetry processing time vs. 
number of processor graphs (0 processors stand for se
rial computation.). 

where Ap.i\' is the multigrid processing time on 
N X N grid points using p, processors, Ta.b is the 
relaxation processing time on a X a grid points 
using b, processors, Fa.b is the time needed to 

transfer grid with a · a points to (~ · ~) points 

(or (~ · ~) to a · a) using b processors, and 

f(p, l) is defined by Equation 11. 
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FIGURE 18 Transputer message-passing multiprocessor structure. 

Tablet. c and T Values (in Seconds) 

Points Generation 
N 

Multiprocessor Method Value 16 32 64 

MOS Aligned c 0.0311 0.0312 0.0310 
0.0250 0.0265 0.0275 

MOS Not aligned c 0.0933 0.0922 0.0911 
0.0587 0.0725 0.0773 

Sequent Symmetry Aligned c 0.1097 0.0852 0.0892 
0.0949 0.0962 0.0979 

Sequent Symmetry Not aligned c 0.1479 0.2388 0.2273 
0.1849 0.1962 0.2079 

Transputers Aligned c 0.2119 0.2258 0.2168 
0.0409 0.0451 0.0538 

Transputers Not aligned c 0.3309 0.3126 0.3061 
0.0397 0.0540 0.0662 

Table 2. z Values 

Points Generation 
N 

Multiprocessor Method 32 64 128 

MOS Aligned 0.127 0.061 0.0193 
MOS Not aligned 0.447 0.479 0.019 
Sequent Symmetry Aligned 0.011 0.151 0.027 
Sequent Symmetry ~ot aligned 0.368 0.192 0.129 
Transputers Aligned 0.147 0.119 0.114 
Transputers :"'ot aligned 0.363 0.288 0.322 

128 256 

0.0372 0.0542 
0.0281 0.0283 
0.0925 0.0921 
0.0797 0.0807 
0.0885 0.0883 
0.1055 0.0911 
0.2142 0.2538 
0.2155 0.2191 
0.2122 
0.0596 
0.2989 
0.0722 

256 

0.020 

0.013 
0.356 
0.209 
0.351 
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FIGURE 19 Message-passing speedup vs. number of processor graphs: upper 
graphs--single grid relaxation: lower graphs-multigrid relaxation; left-when the 
body surface is aligned with the grid, right--when the body surface is not aligned with 
the grid. 

In this processing time model we made the 
same assumptions of Equation 12 as well as equal 
time for grid interpolation and for grid projection. 
Because we are using a full weighted projection we 
may assume nearly equal times for grid interpola
tion and for grid projection. Then, neglecting the 
residual computation (step 2 in the /.L - cycle algo
rithm), F\.p is given by 

;V2 
}\p = z

p 
(14) 

where z is the time needed to receive one grid 
point value, interpolate (or project) it on finer 
(coarser) grid, and transmit the point value to the 
new grid. N 2 is the number of interior grid points, 
and p is the number of processors. 
Using the identity: 

}\fp.\ 

(A1, \ - Ap~) 
___ 2 _ __;:.._- T,r P··' (15) 

in which T\f.p.\ is defined by Equation 12, we 
may evaluate the least squares values of z, corre
sponding to the performance results. They are 
presented in Table 2. l\"ote that for the Transpu
ters z = 0(10- 1 ) whereas for the MOS and for the 
Sequent machines it varies by a factor of 10 - 20. 
These large variations are probably due to large 
variation in bus contention for different runs in 
the ~lOS and Sequent machines and due to lim
ited amount of cache memorv in those machines. 

\Ve can now use Equation 13 and predict the 
processing time if the number of processors is the 
same as the square root of the number of grid 
points (namely p = N). This is the maximal num
ber of processors to be utilized in our algorithm. 
We then obtain the information as shown m 
Table 3. 

\V"e can see that in this case. processing time 
depends on ;V in a nonlinear manner. The average 
increase of processing time when N is doubled is 
about 2.5 in both the aligned and the unaligned 
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case. Hence, if A = g(N) then, g(2N) = 2.5g(N), 
and g(N) = JV'og22 ·3 so that A O(N 1 :3). The 
nonlinearity in the speedup measurements can 
be explained by the change of number of pro
cessors being utilized in each V -cycle level in 
order to increase efficiency, as explained earlier 
(Table 3). 
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FIGURE 20 Message-passing processing time vs. 
number of processor graphs (0 processors stand for sp

rial computation). 

6SUMMARY 

We have presented and implemented an efficient 
algorithm for single grid and multigrid relaxation 
of a boundary value model problem on both 
shared bus and shared-memory .\1L\1D and mes
sage-passing machines by using the V.\-1MP soft-
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Table 3. Predict Processing Time Where p = :Y 

Optimal 

:\Jultiprocessor 
Points Generation 

.\Iethod 
'\o. of 
Points 

Processing 
Time 

'VI OS Aligned 

:\lOS ~ot aligned 

Sequent Symmetry Aligned 

Sequent Symmetry 

.\lessage passing Aligned 

:\1essage passing ~ot aligned 

ware package. As a model problem we considered 
the two-dimensional Poisson equation with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions in a rectangular do
main. \V'e do emphasize, however, that our algo
rithm can be modified accordingly for more com
plicated boundary value problems. The parallel 
single/multigrid algorithm is noticed to fit well this 
architecture when, p. the number of processors is 
less than, N, the maximal number of grid points 
along the axes. 

For large number of points the efficiency is over 
90%. In general, efficiency is higher in the non
aligned case as compared with the aligned case. In 
the case of a single grid relaxation in the two-di
mensional case when p = N, processing time in
creases nearly linearly with N. However, in the 
multigrid case, this dependence noticed to be 
nonlinear (O(N 1 3 )) mainly because of the change 
in the number of processors being utilized in each 
multigrid level (in order to increase efficiency). 
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1282 :10.53 
2.)62 6863 
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1282 827:3 
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1282 13070 
2562 27860 
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:322 :3296 
6'i2 8099 

1282 17682 
2362 373:3.5 

\Vhen we consider a body that is embedded in and 
unaligned with the grid net. processing time obvi
ously increases, as compared with the aligned 
case. In our case it is tripled. 
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